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As we come out of the pandemic, the streets are deserted and quite. We are
seeing about 5% of people on the streets, after the lock down. Many bitcoin
investors became super rich. Yesterday about 30% of the bitcoin and other
coins dropped. This is because the currency is still unregulated and it doesn't
have any weight behind it. But because of our lack of understand, and lots of
people make money, as Services, to Products, the people that have a brand,
producing things that people want to buy. The Services business is looking to
fix things when situations get broken.

Chapter: Chinese Dominance Collapse due to Ali Baba
and Jack Ma in Services Business - 4% Market Share

It's pretty obvious that Jack Ma was removed from Ali Baba by Chinese Government, in order to
cash out from the stock market. The stock price took a deep dive, and the investors took the
money in their pockets. This could be because of what's coming next, in 2021. The plan for
unfold shortly. It's unreal to see, how 4% market share that dominate the whole world? What



gave the 4%, let's call it X, the power to change the world. Let's look at the coronavirus for
example, which caused major disruption worldwide. The stocks and bonds profited. The debts
paid off. China currently rules the 5G vaccinations, so the future belongs to them, in terms of
energy grids. However, the humans still have to function, which will eventually come out of the
human race. It seems that with the dissolution of Ali Baba, China is no longer going to be able to
dominate technology. We might have the version 1 of the 5G mRNA already implemented. It is
time to dismantle any associations responsible behind them. This means that the coronavirus
should be ending very soon.

Chapter: Good & Bad Dragon: Stealing Money to make
Parents Proud: #kobebryant $100 #million: #nipseyHustle
$200 #billions - #nft #web3 #metaverse

Startups and venture capital is competitive - Remember $100 million Kobe Bryant investment in
venture capital? I know we heard about helicopter and NBA basketball. Remember Facebook
selling out $200 billion? This is services revenue on products. Imagine if your venture capital
fund was based on them, investors.

Chapter: Reverse Venture Capital - Not having #adhd
#fomo and other negative behavior patterns:
#blacklivesmatter #rainbowfamily #nft #web3 #metaverse

As we continue to build our lean startup and agile development accelerator, in NFT, web3 and
metaverse, we are seeing trillions moving however fighting for attention, Saturday night live, the
onion and funny or die.



Chapter: Bitcoin Donkeys

A man goes to a bar, sees the sign, "make the donkey laugh and drink for free all night", so he
goes and says something to the bitcoin donkey in the ear - The donkey starts laughing. The man
drinks for free all night. The next week, the man comes to the bar and sees the sign, "make the
donkey cry and drink for free all night", so he goes to the bitcoin donkey, says something in the
ear, the donkey starts crying. The man drinks for free all night. The bartender asks, "what's the
secret behind the donkey laughing one day and crying the other?". The man says, the first week,
he told the donkey his penis was bigger than his. The bartender asks, "and the second week?".
The man says, "I showed him".

Chapter: Polio Vaccine / Tetanus Booster - Muscle
Spasms / Vomiting / Vitamin C - Pakistan under 5 years
old - Human Shrinking

With the latest vaccine and booster shots, the medication is deep enough to go deep into the
sub-conscious and find relevant memories, as when these vaccine were given, for example Polio
Vaccine, when I was under 5 years old. There were muscle spasms, as I recall, as well as human
shrinking. Remember the size of Indians in `1600? Remember what they looked like in 1947?
These are advantage points for the winners and losers. As society adapts, whether China or
America, but lots of scouts, trolls and spies in the middle, more interested in Chinese rule, than
American. This is a historic event, where we will see, how the mRNA will respond with 100%
façade, a WWW3 within the culture, where two people can't agree to anything.



Chapter: Software: #india, Hardware: #china - Social
Outcasts vs Human Epitomes - Beyond Snakes, Dragons
and Spirit - #NFT #WEB3 #metaverse #tao #yoga

Today, we experienced a ground breaking phenomena, beyond nomena. With Vegan, 2 gallons
of water a day, no garlic and onion, as a baseline for cultivation, for 10 years, learning from the
top masters of yoga and tao, India and China. There are two channels in the human body. One is
masculine, the other is feminine. Kidneys, Liver are blood cleaning, so with vegan,
photosynthesis vs chemosynthesis, including vitamin C that will clog your digestion and
respiration, while unclogging the kidneys. The water is female, for a male, which is the digestive
track, connected to your mouth, throat, intestines, etc. By cultivating for over a decade, yoga
practice for 2 decades, you get to experience closely, human beings. When both channels are
working, the whole body changes. As epitome, the first human to experience this, it has
transformed the rest of the humanity into social outcasts, i.e. teaching wrong and having near
death experiences, with medication and living in the brain mRNA. Once gentleman from the
military explained, "Bilal, I died. When I went to the heavens, I saw three men, with beards, long
hair and robes. They said it wasn't time yet." This is what happens when your karma and dharma
is not done - Living for a moment, to take in the blessings. A woman and a baby just walked by,
giving a strong glare, to take on that energy and blessing. Because we all know, we live in the
light of sages and prayer. Without them, we won't know anything. Compare this to the venture
capital demons, knowingly, destroying American startup culture, and sold the country to India,
for software and China, for hardware. But what they are lacking, with the virus medication, is
understanding.

Chapter: Business Entrepreneur Psychology: Celebrity
Use Cases - Buy a Coin! Intellectual Property - Lifetime
Value - Competition / Reaching Milestone of Confidence
- Level Set - High Bar to Reach - #nft #web3 #metaverse

The epitome of greatness: Startup entrepreneurship - What you don't experience but see through
other people. But like my father said, "design for big thumbs", I add, " and bad eyes", reading
reaction from tech industry, buy a coin. Pivot on feedback, lean startup and agile development, is
business.



Chapter: When #WWW dot com crash: Now #web2 crash
- #nft #web3 #metaverse

When www dot com crash happened, largely because of telecom selling, the cost readjustment,
following 911 attacks, September 11th, 2001. Recent sellout in web2, meta triggering the whole
sector - Social media under revenue correction - On top of that, inability to drive a metaverse
creation, layoffs must follow.

Chapter: Health - Rainbow Family - Compared to taking
Pills for the Virus - Social Façade - Venture Capital
Blocking #web3 #metaverse #bitcoin #NFT

Yesterday, talking to a x-Military about the virus - He was very upset with Health - Himself,
talking lots of pills and surgery. But comparing to Rainbow Family. Their body types look so
good! So for humanity, there are two parts that we measure ourselves. IQ - Smartness, EQ -
Body type, as the beginning of the open mRNA, heart. Now, if you are dropping lots of pills, that
the dick doesn't get up, by itself. Looks like a little hash brown. So if you are not doing WEB3,
dick continues to shrink. Before you know it, you are sitting in front of the computer on a
Sunday, looking at your hash brown. Shrinking dick could be a hazard. That means, your friends
are taking your business. As we started on WEB3, we started going to the gym - For doing
WEB3, if somebody threatens you - Kick their ass. Low IQ, low EQ.

Chapter: Bitcoin Dogs



This bitcoin was sitting with a dog - A woman comes by and says, "Hey, does your dog bite?"
The bitcoin says no. The woman leans over and the dog bites. She says, "Hey, you said the dog
doesn't bite?" Bitcoin says, "That's not my dog".

Chapter: The Greatest Theft in American History -
Bitcoin

Today, and yesterday, marks the biggest theft in American History dealing with Bitcoin!
Yesterday, Bitcoin prices dropped to ~$37000. Today, another drop, ~$30000. This means lots of
people that invested in cryptocurrency, took massive losses. The investors are not happy. There
are many types of investors, and based on risk assessment, have various emotions. The sell off is
perhaps FEDS or Russia, that owns most of the crypto currency. Who is behind this all? Would
require a thorough SEC inquiries. Money movement has never been easy, when dealing with
Federal Reserve. According to United States Digital Services, USDA, agency behind your state
and federal tech, passports and social security benefits, 25% of Internal Revenue Service money
disappears every year. During Trump presidency, laws were passed to make the authorization
and authentication seamless, for government agencies. However, with the new pipelines hacking,
$5 million paid to the hackers. However, there were also $1 a barrel of Oil sold to external
parties at the same time. There is lots of Chinese settlement moving to North Dakota, where the
pipeline is. Currently, the bitcoin investors are extremely unhappy.

Chapter: Competition - ADHD & FOMO - #nft
#snoopverse #revoltsummit #web3 #metaverse
#leanstartup #blacklivesmatter #warmgun #rainbowfamily
#a16z

At Shop Ventures NFT Dao Web3 metaverse marketplace block chain exchange, we are seeing
extreme cases of ADHD and FOMO, including threats, "if it wasn't for you, XXX would have
been killed". So please, we can help you refocus, buy a coin!



Chapter: Shop Ventures NFT Marketplace - Leader in
Metaverse Venture Entrepreneur VC & Startup Coins lean
Agile NFT WEB3 Metaverse Blockchain Software
Exchange

Working with leadership terminology and owning them - The venture capital are complaining
that you are stealing our ideas - The whole team is learning, new ways of communication,
worldwide. Special groups that had power - Now in desperate need of a coin exchange, second
market shares, across startups, whether www, web2 or web3, wrap themselves with NFT, block
chain.


